
LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS ON OR ONTO
A BANACH SPACE

H. D. BLOCK

We investigate here a simple property of linear transformations

which are not necessarily bounded or closed or one-to-one, but whose

domain or range is all of a Banach space.

Theorem 1. Let T be a linear transformation from (all of) a Banach

space H onto a normed vector space Y. Then there is a number m>0

such that for any x£# there exists a sequence x„—>x such that ||7x„||

^iw||x|| and {7x„} converges in the sense of Cauchy.

Proof. Let Cn be the set of all xEX such that ||rx||gw

(re = l, 2, 3, • • • ). Then H= 2~lñ-i Cn- In virtue of the Baire cate-

gory principle there is an integer k such that Ck contains a closed

sphere, S, whose center and radius we denote by x0 and r, respec-

tively. Let ||7xo||=0. Thus for each z such that \\z — x0\\ => there

exists a sequence z„-^z with ||7z„|| =&. Take m = 2(k+b)/r.

Now let xG3c be given. It suffices to consider xt^O, for if x = 0,

the theorem is obvious if we use the sequence xn = 0. Let z = xo

+rx/||x||. Then zn—*z with \\Tzn\\ %k. Let x„' = (||x||/r)(z„ —x0). Then

Xn—rx and ||rx/|| 5¡ ((¿+o)/r)||x|l = (ra/2)||x[|. Now we shall con-

struct a sequence {x„} such that { Txn} is, in addition, Cauchy con-

vergent. For this we use the following lemma.

Lemma. For a given x£ï, x'£#", there exists a sequence m„—>x with

\\Tx'-Tun\\ú(m/2)\\x-x'\\.

Proof. Applying the result already proved to the element x — x'

we  have x¿'—>x — x'  with

Then un—>x and \\Tun—Tx'

ii~    ""»ill = ii

u„l)-^x with

x||. Let Xi=x'ni.  By the lemma,

Let re2 be large enough so that

Txn'\\^(m/2)\\x-x'\\.   Let  ren = x'-|-x;/.

= ||7x¿'|| S(m/2)\\x — x'\\, as asserted.

To complete the proof of the theorem take «i large enough so that

'/2 and \\Tx'n\\^(m/2)'

Txi-Tunl)\\^(m/4:)\\x\

||«^ — x|| ^||x[|/22 and  take x2 = u„^.   Again   by the lemma,  there

exists u^—»x with ||7x2 — Ttt^W t¿m\\x\\/23.  Take re3 large enough

so that ||tt® — x|| ^(rez/23)|[x[|  and let x3 = u®.   Continuing in this

manner we have

h       ii       m m   h
\\Txi\\ á —   x ,

2
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i n        "* n   ii
\Txi- Tx2\\ g — ||*||,

i ii      m ii  n
\Tx3 — Tx2\\ S — \\xI!,

2

||rx„ - rx„_i|| ^—llxll,   and   llx— acjl =i •-
il ii 2n "     " " " 2n

Thus x„—>x and for p>q~l: \\Txp—Txt\\=\\Txp—Txp-i + Txp-i

- - - - +Txq+i -Txq\\ ^m\\x\\ (l/2«+1 + • • • +1/2") ^m||x||/2«,
which proves that the {7xn} converges in the sense of Cauchy.

Finally

||Fx„|| = ||Fxn — Txn-i + Txn-i — ••■ — Txi + Txi\\

= II r*. - TxnJ\ + ■■■ +\\tx2- Txi\\ + l|r*ill

m\\x\ (—+■■■ + —) + —1|*|| s «Ml«
\2" 22/       2

It might be remarked that the closed graph theorem is an im-

mediate corollary of this theorem (that is, if T is everywhere defined

on a Banach space, then it is closed if and only if it is bounded).

A further corollary is the fact that if T is everywhere defined and

not closed, then for each xEï there exist three sequences x»'—>x,

x£2)-»x, xi3)->x with Fx^-x», Fx®->Fx, Txf-^y with ||y|| gra||x||,

where m is independent of x.

Theorem 2. Let T be a linear transformation from a normed vector

space X onto (all of) a Banach space Y. Then there exists a number

m>0 such that for any yEY, there exists a sequence yn-^y with y„

= Txn, \\x„\\ _ire||y||, and {xn} convergent in the sense of Cauchy.

Proof. The method is entirely analogous to that of Theorem 1

but we give the details. Let C„ be the set of all y E F such that y = Tx

with ||x|| ?£k (n = l, 2, 3, • • • ). Then Y= £n-i C„. Hence there

exists an integer k such that C* contains a sphere whose center and

radius we denote by yo and r respectively. Say y0 = Fx0, with ||x0||

= b. Let m = 2(b + k)/r. For any zEY such that ||z—y0|| úr there

exists zn-^z with zn = T^n and ||£„|| =k. Let yE Y be given. Clearly it

suffices to consider yj^O. Let z=yo + (r/||y||)y. Then the z„ described

above exists. Let y„ = (||y||A)(zB —yo). Then y„' —>y, y„' ™ Fx„' (where

*.'=(||y||A)(f--*o)), and \\x:\\i((k+b)/r)\\y\\=(m/2)\\y\\.
Now we shall construct a sequence  {yn}  such that  {yH}  is, in
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addition, Cauchy convergent. Again we use a lemma.

Lemma. For a given yEY, y' = Tx' E Y there exists a sequence

vn—>y with Vn = Tun and \\u„ — x'\\ ^(m/2)||y— y'||.

Proof. Applying the result already established to the element

y -y', we have y'„'^y-y', y'n' = Tx'n', \\x'„'\\ ú(m/2)\\y-y'\\. Setvn=y'

+y'„'. Then vn-^y, vn = Tun (with w„ = x'-|-xó'), and ||w„ —x'|| =||x»||

¿¡(m/2)\\y — y'\\, as asserted. To complete the proof of the theorem

select rei large enough so that \\yni —y\\ ^||y||/2. Let y'ni=yi, xni=xi.

Then yi = Txi, ||xi|| :§ (jre/2)||y||. Take «2 large enough (by the lemma)

so that ||!»»,-y||a||y||/4, Vn2=Tu„2, and ||«»,-Xi|| á(í»/2)||y-yi||

^(jw/4)||y . Let z'„2=y2, re„2=x2. Take re3 large enough so that

lk„-y||á y||/23, P„,= r«„„ ||Mn3-x2||á(w/2)||y-y2||á(w/23)||y||.
Let vn%=y3, un¡ = x3. Continuing in this manner we find a sequence

yn-Txn, ||yn —y|| ^||y||/2n, ||x„ —x„_i|| ^(m/2n)||y||. Thus yn-^y. For

P>2àl,

P 3 II     P P—1     l"   "^p—1 "   *   *      l"   •*'g+l ^3

»t||yj|
£«|U|( — +-1-) g

"•"'V^p 2"+1/ 2'

so that {x„} converges in the sense of Cauchy. Finally

llxJI   =  IIX» —  Xn-l +  X„_i —   ■ ■  ■   +  X2 —   Xi+  xJI

m
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